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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

One of the reviewers had said "Because the authors describe a novel application of early clinical experiences the manuscript is worthy of consideration of publication with appropriate revisions perhaps in the "debate" category". Therefore I have changed the category of my paper from a research article to the debate category with appropriate revisions as suggested by the reviewer.

The other reviewer had suggested (1)"The authors should use more quantitative data in describing the results" ex. p 3 "many students felt ECE...helped remember things better" I have made the change.

(2)"perhaps there is a better way to organize the quotes from the qualitative approach (ex. list quotes in accompanying tables)". I have organised the student quotes in accompanying tables.

I have also shortened the title.

I request you to consider publication of this article in your journal.

Regards

yours sincerely

Solomon Sathishkumar